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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
This Policy is underwritten by Enterprise Insurance Company Plc. who is regulated by the Financial 
Services Commission and arranged through Wrightway Underwriting Ltd. who is regulated by the 
Central Bank of Ireland. 

The Contract of Motor Insurance consists of three documents: 

The Policy
This Booklet, which includes Definitions, Extent of Cover and any further Endorsements (either 
specified in the Schedule or issued at a later date). Under the relevant European and Irish Legal 
provisions, the parties to this contract of insurance, the Insurer, Enterprise Insurance Company 
Plc. and the Insured, You, are free to choose the law applicable to the contract. We propose that 
this contract is governed by Irish Law. 

Please read these documents carefully and keep them in a safe place. If they do not meet Your 
requirements, or if You have any queries, regarding the cover or terms and conditions please 
contact Your Insurance Broker.

The Schedule 
Which includes details of You, the Vehicle, the Cover and the Period of Insurance. 

The Certificate of Motor Insurance 
Which is required by law. It may be detached for production to Licencing or Legal Authorities. 

Change of policy details, as listed but not limited to, that must be advised to ensure that cover 
operates

You must tell Us if:

a) You change the vehicle.

b) You buy or take ownership of another vehicle.

c) the principal driver of vehicle changes.

d) You wish to cover an additional driver.

e) the Insured Vehicle has been modified or altered in any way from the manufacturer’s 
specification. This would include, but not limited to changes to engine, exhaust, suspension, 
the addition of parts/body kit, wheels and specialised paint work.

f) You change address.

g) You change the use of the vehicle.
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h) You change occupation, or any drivers occupation.

i) there is a change in the health of any driver or diagnosis of any condition that may affect 
their ability to drive and such information must be advised to the Driver Licensing Authority.

j) You intend to travel to any country not referred to in the Geographical Limits.

k) You intend to exceed 30 days period of foreign travel, see Section 3 – Additional Benefits 
No.1, Foreign Travel Cover.

l) You or any driver has been involved in a motor incident.

m) You or any driver has any motor prosecutions pending, been convicted of a motor offence, 
had a driving licence suspended, or had fixed penalty points applied.

n) You or any driver has been convicted of a non-motoring offence or if there is any 
prosecution pending.
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Definitions 
This Policy, the Schedule and the Certificate of Motor Insurance and any subsequent 
Endorsements should be read as if they are one document. Any word/expression to which a 
specific meaning has been attached in any part shall have the same meaning wherever it appears. 
Throughout the contract the following words/expressions have a specific meaning wherever they 
appear and are defined as follows: 

The Insured Vehicle
Is the vehicle in respect of which a Certificate of Motor Insurance specifying the Registration 
Number has been issued.

Passenger
Is any person (other than the driver) who is in the Insured Vehicle or its attached trailer or 
attached disabled mechanically propelled vehicle or who is getting into or out of such vehicle or 
trailer. 

Cover
There are three different types of cover available. The details of the cover provided by this Policy 
are stated on the Schedule. This cover can however be varied by subsequent Endorsements. 

Comprehensive All sections in this Policy are operative

Third Party, Fire And Theft All sections in this Policy are operative 
with the following exceptions:

- Section 2, (except for loss or damage by

a) fire, lightning, self-ignition or explosion

b) theft or an attempt thereat.)

- Section 3, Additional Benefit 4 if not 
shown on Your Schedule.

Third Party Only All sections in this Policy are operative 
with the following exceptions:

- Section 2 and Section 3, Additional 
benefits 4, 5 and 6

- Section 3, Additional Benefit No. 3, 
the rebate for laying up is 80% of the 
rateable proportion of the premium.
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Certificate of Motor Insurance
Legal evidence of Your insurance. It is one part of the Contract of Motor Insurance. It shows the 
Insured Vehicle(s), who may drive it (where ‘any authorised driver’ is stated, refer to the Schedule 
for restrictions), what it may be used for and the Period of Insurance. 

Contract of Motor Insurance
The Policy, the Schedule (including Endorsements), the Certificate of Motor Insurance, the 
information You gave Us in the Proposal Form or Statement of Fact, and declarations that You 
have made, all form the Contract of Motor Insurance.

Endorsement
Something which alters Your insurance cover. Your cover will be affected by any Endorsement that 
is shown in the Schedule. (Such Endorsements may add exclusions to the cover or require Us to 
take action such as fitting approved security.) More than one Endorsement may apply. If You do 
not comply with any Endorsements, this Contract of Motor Insurance may no longer be valid and 
We may refuse to deal with any claim.

Excess
The amount You will have to pay towards each claim You make under this Contract of Motor 
Insurance. There may be more than one Excess, part of which may be voluntary (where You have 
chosen to take an Excess to receive a discount on Your premium.)

Geographical Limits
The Republic of Ireland, Northern Ireland, Great Britain, Isle of Man and the Channel Islands. 
Section 3 – Additional Benefits No.1, Foreign Travel Cover explains the cover that applies when 
driving abroad. 

Market Value
The cost at the date of the accident or loss of replacing the Insured Vehicle, if possible, with one 
of a similar make, model, age, condition and mileage. We will usually ask an engineer to give 
Us advice about the Market Value of the Insured Vehicle, refer to guides of vehicle values and 
any other relevant sources. We will not pay VAT or excise tax. In assessing the Market Value, You 
should consider the amount that could reasonably have been obtained for the Insured Vehicle if 
You had sold it immediately before the accident, loss or theft.

Period of Insurance
The length of time covered by this Certificate of Motor Insurance, as shown on the current 
Schedule and Certificate of Motor Insurance.
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Policy
This booklet sets out the details of cover and all the terms and conditions which apply. It is one 
part of the Contract of Motor Insurance.

Proposal Form and/or Statement of Facts
The documents filled in by You or on Your behalf and all other information You gave and 
declarations made at the time the insurance was arranged and on which We have relied on when 
agreeing to offer this Contract of Motor Insurance. If You do not give Us the full information at 
the start, and tell Us about changes, this Contract of Motor Insurance may no longer be valid and 
We may refuse to deal with any claim.

Schedule
Forms part of the Contract of Motor Insurance and confirms details of You, the Insured Vehicle(s) 
and the cover which applies. It is one part of the Contract of Motor Insurance. 

We, Us, Our, The Insurer, Insurer
Enterprise Insurance Company Plc

You, Your, Insured
The person named as the Insured on the Schedule or the Certificate of Motor Insurance.

Use
This Contract of Motor Insurance only covers You if You use the Insured Vehicle in the way 
described in Your Certificate of Motor Insurance (under ‘Limitations as to Use’) and any 
Endorsements.
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Claims Advice
There are some important notes that You should be aware of if You are involved in an accident or 
the Insured Vehicle is stolen.

ACCIDENT
a) Give Your name, address and insurance details.

b) Get the name, address, phone number, vehicle registration and any other information You 
can obtain from the other driver or drivers, passengers, witnesses and any attending An 
Garda Síochána.

c) Note the exact location and any relevant road signs and markings.

d) If there is an injury and You did not give Your details at the scene, report the incident to the 
An Garda Síochána within 24 hours.

THEFT
a) Report the theft to An Garda Síochána immediately and take a note of the Garda’s name, 

number, station and crime book reference number if applicable.

b) If You know where the Insured Vehicle is after its theft, make sure that it is safe and secure.

STEP BY STEP GUIDE TO MAKING A MOTOR CLAIM
a) If You have been involved in a motor accident and want to make a claim, You should contact 

Your insurance broker immediately who will take all the details from You and provide You 
with a claim form which should be completed and returned it as soon as possible but no 
later than 7 working days.

b) Once cover has been confirmed, You will need to get an estimate for repairs.

c) If the Insured Vehicle is already in a garage/storage area it is important to ask if You are 
being charged to hold it there as these costs may not be covered under Your Policy. If the 
Insured Vehicle is a total loss (write off), Wrightway Underwriting Ltd can arrange to have it 
moved free of charge. We may need to have a motor assessor inspect the damaged Insured 
Vehicle.

d) You can appoint Your own motor assessor to inspect the damaged Insured Vehicle and help 
with the preparation of Your claim, however the costs will be at the Your own expense.

e) We will notify You of the agreed repair costs and the Insured Vehicle repairs can begin.

f) When repairs are complete You will need to send Us the repair bill, We will then issue a 
settlement cheque less Your Policy Excess (refer to the Your Policy Schedule) and VAT if You 
are registered for same.
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g) You must pay the relevant Excess direct to the repairer when You collect the Insured Vehicle.

h) If You are registered for VAT You must pay the VAT direct to the repairer when You collect 
the Insured Vehicle.

i) In the case the Insured Vehicle is a total loss (write off) or beyond economical repair, Our 
motor assessor will put a value on the Insured Vehicle based on its condition before the 
accident (pre-accident value). This value will be offered to You in settlement less Your Policy 
Excess (refer to Your Policy Schedule), salvage and VAT if You are registered for same.

j) We will require the original Vehicle Licensing Certificate (VLC), claim form, a copy of the 
front and back of Your driving licence, a copy of the National Car Test Certificate (NCT) and 
any other requested supporting documentation before We can issue Your settlement cheque.

k) We will offer to dispose of the salvage of the Insured Vehicle if You do not wish to retain 
same.

l) Where the Insured Vehicle is stolen and not found, We will send a motor theft claim form 
for completion and will settle Your claim based on the pre-theft value which Our motor 
assessor will place on the Insured Vehicle. Again We will require the original Vehicle Licensing 
Certificate (VLC), the claim form, a copy of front and back of Your driving licence, a copy of 
the National Car Test Certificate (NCT) and any other requested supporting documentation 
before We can issue Your cheque. In the case of theft, 28 days must pass from the date of 
theft before settlement can issue.

Terms and conditions may be applied to Your Policy and these will be fully explained by Your 
insurance broker.

Your no claims discount may be affected as a result of making a claim on the Policy.

Please note that We will retain a record of any claim and may share certain information with 
other insurers and interested parties, where necessary and appropriate. However, all data is 
retained and used in accordance with Irish Data Protection Law.
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The Contract of Insurance
In consideration of the premium having been paid (or agreed to be paid) by You, the Insured, 
We, Enterprise Insurance Company Plc., the Insurer, will provide insurance to You, in accordance 
with the Policy cover indicated in the Schedule. This cover will apply in respect of events 
occurring in the Republic of Ireland, Northern Ireland, Great Britain, the Isle of Man and the 
Channel Islands during the period of insurance specified in the Schedule, or any subsequent 
period for which We may accept payment for renewal of this Policy. 

The Proposal Form and Declaration signed by You or the Statement of Facts issued to You are the 
factual basis of the contract. 

For and on behalf of Enterprise Insurance Company Plc. (‘Enterprise’) 

Andrew Flowers

Managing Director

Enterprise Insurance Company Plc.
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Section 1: Liability to Third Parties

1. Indemnity to You 
(a) We will indemnify You against liability at law for damages and claimant’s costs and expenses 

in respect of the death of or bodily injury to any person and damage to property where such 
death or injury or damage arises out of an accident caused by or in connection with: 

 (i) the Insured Vehicle. 

 (ii) a trailer or disabled mechanically propelled vehicle which is attached to or under tow (as 
permitted by law) by the Insured Vehicle. 

 (iii) any detached single axle trailer not exceeding one half ton unladen weight but excluding 
caravans, mobile homes, trailer tents, boat trailers and any trailer which incorporates 
machinery or other equipment. 

(b) We will pay all legal costs incurred with our written consent in connection with any claim 
covered by this Section. 

(c) In respect of any event which may be the subject of indemnity under this Section We will 
also pay: 

 (i) The Solicitor’s fees for representation at any coroner’s inquest/fatal inquiry or Court of   
 Summary Jurisdiction. 

 (ii) The reasonable costs of legal services You will arrange for defending an insured person  
 against a charge of manslaughter or causing death by dangerous driving. 
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2. Indemnity to other persons 
Subject to the terms and limitations of this Section We will also indemnify: 

(a) any person who is entitled by this Policy to drive the Insured Vehicle and who is driving 
on the order or with the permission of You except a person in the Motor Trade driving 
the Insured Vehicle for purposes necessitated by the overhaul, upkeep and/or repair of the 
vehicle. 

(b) at Your request any passenger. 

(c) in the event of the death of any person entitled to indemnity under this Policy, their legal 
personal representatives. 

Provided always that: 

 (i) Our liability is not increased thereby. 

 (ii) such legal personal representatives shall, as though they were You, observe, fulfil and be 
subject to the terms, limitations, Exceptions and Conditions of this Policy so far as they 
can apply. 

(d) at Your request Your employer or business partner but only in respect of Your negligence 
while You are driving or using a vehicle on Your business, provided the driving and use is 
permitted by the Certificate of Motor Insurance. 
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3. Exceptions to Section 1 
We shall not be liable: 

(a) Under No. 2 “Indemnity to other persons” 

 (i) unless the person driving holds a licence to drive the Insured Vehicle or has held and is 
not disqualified from holding or obtaining such a licence. 

 (ii) if, to the knowledge of the person claiming to be indemnified, the person driving does 
not hold a licence to drive the Insured Vehicle unless the person driving has held and is 
not disqualified from holding or obtaining such a licence. 

 (iii) if such person is entitled to indemnity under any other policy. 

 (iv) unless such person shall, as though he/she were You, observe, fulfil and be subject to the 
terms, limitations, Exceptions and Conditions of this Policy so far as they can apply. 

(b) in respect of damage to property belonging to or held in trust by or in the custody or control 
of the person claiming to be indemnified under this Section. 

(c) in respect of loss of or damage to the Insured Vehicle or any vehicle being driven by You.

(d) in respect of death of or bodily injury to any person (including any passenger) while in or 
on any trailer, semi-trailer or caravan, covered by this Policy, whether coupled to the Insured 
Vehicle or otherwise. 

(e) in respect of loss of or damage to any trailer or disabled mechanically propelled vehicle, 
covered by this Policy or to any property carried in or on such trailer, disabled mechanically 
propelled vehicle or the Insured Vehicle. 

(f) Under No. 1 “Indemnity to You”, for more than €30,000,000, in respect of damage to 
property arising out of any one accident or series of accidents arising out of one event. 
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4. Driving other Cars
If Your Certificate of Motor Insurance says so, We will indemnify You to drive any Private Car that
You do not own and have not hired under a hire-purchase or leasing agreement.

Exceptions to this Benefit

a) Legal liability unless Your Certificate of Motor Insurance states that You are covered to drive 
other cars.

b) Any loss or damage to the Private Car You are driving.

c) Driving without the owner’s permission.

d) Use of a Private Car outside the Republic of Ireland, Northern Ireland, Great Britain, Isle of 
Man and the Channel Islands.

e) Legal liability which is covered by any other insurance You have to drive the other Car or 
when You no longer have possession of the Insured Vehicle or it has been damaged so much 
that it is not worth repairing or has been stolen and You have not got it back.

f) Loss or damage to any property belonging to (or in the care of) any driver or passenger who 
is making a claim under this Section.

g) Death or injury to the person driving or in charge of the other private car.
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Section 2: Loss of or Damage to the Insured 
Vehicle
1. We will indemnify You against loss of or damage to the Insured Vehicle and its accessories 

and spare parts subject to Exception 4 (h) on page 15. 

Our liability under this Section shall not however exceed the Market Value of the Insured Vehicle 
immediately before the loss of or damage to the Insured Vehicle. 

2.  Hire Purchase and Leasing Agreements 

If to Our knowledge the Insured Vehicle is the subject of a hire purchase or leasing agreement 
any payment for loss of or damage to the Insured Vehicle which is not made good by repair, 
reinstatement or replacement may at Our discretion be made to the owner whose receipt shall be 
a full and final discharge of Our liability. 

3.  Recovery

In connection with any claim covered by this Section, We will also pay up to €150 (plus VAT) for 
the cost of removing the Insured Vehicle to the premises of the nearest competent repairer. 

4.  Exceptions to Section 2 

We shall not be liable for:

a) wear and tear, depreciation, and/or mechanical, electrical, electronic or computer breakage, 
failure or breakdown.

b) loss of use and/or any other indirect loss.

c) damage to tyres caused by the application of brakes or by cuts, punctures or bursts.

d) loss of or damage to the Insured Vehicle directly occasioned by pressure waves caused by 
aircraft and other aerial devices travelling at sonic or supersonic speeds.

e) any reduction in the Market Value of the Insured Vehicle as a result of repairs to the Insured 
Vehicle. 

f) loss of or damage to the Insured Vehicle caused by deception by a purported purchaser or 
his/her agent where a contract of sale has or is purported to have been concluded. 

g) loss of or damage to any trailer or to property being carried in or on any trailer, disabled 
mechanically propelled vehicle or the Insured Vehicle. 

h) any amount in respect of loss of or damage to an accessory (which is other than as provided 
for in the manufacturers specification) in Excess of €190. Accessories are deemed to include 
all types of vehicle audio, two way radio and telephone systems but not mobile phones or 
satellite navigation equipment which can be detached and operated outside the vehicle.
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i) the first €300 of every claim other than for fire or theft. Voluntary Excesses may apply 
increasing this amount.

j) compensation for You not being able to use the Insured Vehicle as a result of any delay 
where We have to get new parts or accessories or they are unavailable.

k) the value of the Insured Vehicle reducing for any reason

l) any extra parts or accessories beyond the amount You have insured the Insured Vehicle for.

m) loss or damage if You have not taken reasonable care to protect the Insured Vehicle, (see 
‘Care of Vehicle’ under the General Conditions), or if it has been left unlocked or with the 
keys in it or attached to it

n) loss or damage from repossessing the Insured Vehicle and returning it to its rightful owner, 
or from any agreement or proposed transaction for selling or hiring the Insured Vehicle or 
someone taking it by fraud, trickery or deception

o) loss or damage arising from the unauthorised taking of the Insured Vehicle by a person 
who is not an insured driver but is a member of the Your family or household provided the 
incident has been reported to the An Garda Síochána, and the person has been prosecuted 
for such unauthorised taking of the Insured Vehicle.

p) loss of damage caused deliberately by You or any person driving the Insured Vehicle with 
Your permission

q) malicious damage unless You have Comprehensive cover

r) any additional damage resulting from the Insured Vehicle being moved by You after a fire or 
theft

s) any storage charges unless You tell Us about them and We agree in writing to pay for them

t) tools of trade, personal belongings, child seats, documents or goods

u) keys, remote control or security devices (whether lost or stolen) other than covered under 
Section 3 Additional Benefit 5 Fire Brigade Charges and 6 Replacement of Locks

v) VAT if You are registered
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Section 3: Additional Benefits 

1. Foreign Travel Cover
(a) Cover Provided 

The full cover provided by this Policy also applies whilst the Insured Vehicle is being used: 

 (i) in any other member country of the European Union 

and 

 (ii) in any other country in respect of which the Commission of the European Union is 
satisfied that arrangements have been made to meet the requirements of Article 7(2) of 
the European Union Directive on Insurance of Civil Liabilities arising from the use of Motor 
Vehicles (No. 72/166/CEE) 

Provided that the period of foreign travel does not exceed 30 days from the date of leaving the 
Republic of Ireland. 

For foreign travel in excess of 30 days from the date of leaving the Republic of Ireland the cover 
provided is limited to the minimum requirements of the relevant law of that country. 

In the event of Us having to pay any amount which We would not have been liable to pay, but 
for the provisions of such law, You must repay all such amounts to Us. 

(b) Customs Duty 

Provided that liability arises directly from loss or damage covered by this Policy, We will indemnify 
You against liability for the enforced payment of customs duty in any country to which the Policy 
applies. Our liability shall not exceed the Market Value of the Insured Vehicle prevailing in the 
Republic of Ireland on the date of the enforcement. 

(c) Bail Bonds 

If, as a direct result of an accident in Spain which is or may become the subject of indemnity 
under this Policy: 

 (i) the person driving the Insured Vehicle with Your authority at the time of the accident is 
detained 

or 

 (ii) the Insured Vehicle is impounded by the competent authorities 

and a guarantee or monetary deposit is required for their release We will provide such guarantee 
or deposit not exceeding €1,275 in all. 
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Immediately the guarantee is released or the deposit becomes recoverable You or the person 
driving must comply with all necessary formalities and give Us any information and assistance 
that may be required to obtain the cancellation of the guarantee or the return of the deposit. If 
the guarantee or deposit is wholly or in part forfeited or taken for the payment of fines or costs 
in or as a result of any penal proceedings against You or the person driving, You must repay such 
amounts to Us on demand.

(d) Transit

The cover provided by this Policy also applies while the Insured Vehicle is in transit by: 

 (i) road, rail, inland waterway, lift or elevator 

 (ii) sea (and during the process of loading and unloading incidental thereto) between any 
ports in countries to which the Policy applies. 

2. No Claim Discount
(a)  Should no claim arise under this Policy during any one complete year of insurance or during 

a number of consecutive complete years, You upon renewing the Policy shall be entitled to a 
discount from the renewal premium.

(b) (i) Any one claim arising out of fire or theft (or any attempt thereat) in one year of insurance 
shall not result in the discount presently applying being stepped back at the next renewal. 

 (ii) Any one claim other than fire or theft arising in one year of insurance, shall result in the 
discount presently applying being stepped back by two levels at the next renewal. 

 (iii) In the event of two or more claims of any type arising in one year of insurance no   
discount will be allowed at the following renewal. 

(c) If the Policy provides cover for accidental breakage of the windscreen or of the windows of 
the Insured Vehicle (and any scratching of bodywork resulting solely and directly from such 
breakage) any claims in respect of such damage will not affect the No Claim Discount. 

3. Rebate for Laying Up 

If notice is given to Us that the Insured Vehicle is to be laid up and out of use (other than as a 
result of loss or damage which may be the subject of indemnity under this Policy) third party 
liability cover can be suspended. 

The current Certificate(s) and Disc(s) of Motor Insurance must be returned to Us and suspension 
of third party liability cover will only be effective from the date these documents are received by 
Us. 

If the period of suspension is more than thirty consecutive days We will refund to You a sum 
equal to seventy-five per cent of the rateable proportion of the premium for such period. 
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4. Windscreens and Windows
We will pay for damage to the Insured Vehicle’s windscreen or windows. If this is the only 
damage You are claiming for, Your No Claims Discount will not be affected.

Exceptions to this Benefit

a) Any loss or damage if You do not have cover under this Section.

b) Damaged sunroofs, roof panels, lights or reflectors, even if they are made of glass.

c) Extra costs for the work to be undertaken outside normal hours, unless the windscreen is 
shattered, or the driver’s vision or the security of the Insured Vehicle, is affected.

d) VAT if You are registered.

e) More than €150 in respect of any one period of insurance for accidental breakage of the 
windscreen or of the windows of the Insured Vehicle (and any scratching of the bodywork 
resulting solely and directly from such breakage). This limit is increased to €400 if the 
Insured Vehicle is taken to and repaired by one of Our Approved Windscreen 
Replacement Agents. You should contact Our repairers on Freephone 1800 508 508.

5. Fire Brigade Charges 
In respect of any event which may be the subject of indemnity under this Policy We will also pay 
all charges levied by a fire authority in accordance with the provisions of the Fire Services Act 
1981 subject to a limit of €385 in respect of any one incident. 

6. Replacement of Locks
We will pay up to €500 towards the cost of replacing and fitting door and boot locks, the 
ignition/steering lock and electronic locking mechanisms to the Insured Vehicle where the keys or 
lock transmitter of the Insured Vehicle are stolen from Your home, or any other building, boat or 
caravan where You are temporarily residing, provided that such stealing involves entry to or exit 
from such property using forcible and violent means. 

Exceptions to this Benefit

1. We will not be liable in respect of any claim arising where the keys or lock transmitter have 
been stolen by deception or fraud, or stolen by a member of Your family. 

2. We will not be liable in respect of any claim where the theft of the keys or lock transmitter 
has not been reported to the An Garda Síochána immediately upon discovery. 
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General Exceptions and Conditions 

Exceptions
1. We shall not be liable in respect of any claim arising while the Insured Vehicle is being used 

or driven: 

(a) otherwise than as stated in the Schedule or as permitted under 2 (a) of Section 1 ”Liability to 
Third Parties” (page 12) 

(b) to Your knowledge in an unsafe or unroadworthy condition. (You may be asked to provide 
details to show the Insured Vehicle was regularly maintained and kept in good condition) 

(c) unless the person driving holds a licence to drive the Insured Vehicle or has held and is not 
disqualified from holding or obtaining such a licence 

(d) if, to the knowledge of the person claiming to be indemnified, the person driving does not 
hold a licence to drive the Insured Vehicle unless the person driving has held and is not 
disqualified from holding or obtaining such a licence 

(e) outside of the Republic of Ireland, Northern Ireland, Great Britain, the Isle of Man or the 
Channel Islands, except as permitted under Section 3 Additional Benefit No. 1 “Foreign 
Travel” (page 17) 

(f) for a purpose which it is not insured for

(g)  to carry passengers or goods in a way likely to affect the safe driving and control.

(h)  for racing of any description or being used in any contest, competition, rally or speed trial, or 
on any form of race track or off road activity

(i)  any use connected with the motor trade, unless this use is described in the Certificate of 
Motor Insurance (under Limitations as to Use)

2. We shall not be liable for: 

(a) any consequence of war, invasion, act of foreign enemy, hostilities (whether war be declared 
or not) civil war, rebellion, revolution, insurrection or military or usurped power 

(b) any accident injury loss or damage (except that which is covered under Section 1 “Liability to 
Third Parties”) arising during or in consequence of: 

 (i) earthquake 

 (ii) riot or civil commotion 
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(c) any liability which attaches by virtue of an agreement but which would not have attached in 
the absence of such agreement. 

3. We shall not be liable for: 

(a) loss or destruction of or damage to any property whatsoever or any loss or expense 
whatsoever resulting or arising therefrom or any consequential loss 

(b) any legal liability of whatsoever nature directly or indirectly caused by or contributed to by or 
arising from: 

 (i) ionising radiations or contamination by radioactivity from any irradiated nuclear fuel or 
from any nuclear waste from the combustion of nuclear fuel 

 (ii) the radioactive toxic explosive or other hazardous properties of any explosive nuclear 
assembly or nuclear component thereof. 

4. We shall not be liable for any accident, injury, damage, loss (including consequential loss) 
or any liability of whatsoever nature while the Insured Vehicle is in or on that part of an 
aerodrome, airport, airfield or military base provided for: 

(a) the take-off or landing of aircraft and for the movement of aircraft on the surface 

(b) aircraft parking aprons including associated service roads, refuelling areas and ground 
equipment parking areas. 

5.  We shall not be liable for any loss, damage, cost or expense of whatsoever nature (except 
that which is covered under Section 1 “Liability to Third Parties”), directly or indirectly caused 
by, resulting from or in connection with any act of terrorism regardless of any other cause or 
event contributing concurrently or in any other sequence to the loss. 

 For the purpose of this exception an act of terrorism means an act, including but not limited 
to the use of violence and/or threat thereof, of any person or group(s) of persons, whether 
acting alone or on behalf or in connection with any organisation(s) or government(s), 
committed for political or other purposes including the intention to influence any 
government and/or to put the public or any section of the public in fear. 

 This exception also excludes loss, damage, cost or expense of whatsoever nature directly or 
indirectly caused by, resulting from or in connection with any action taken in controlling, 
preventing, suppressing or in any way relating to any act of terrorism. 

 If We allege that by reason of this exclusion, any loss, damage, cost or expense is not 
covered by this Policy the burden of proving the contrary shall be upon You. 

6.  We shall not be liable for any loss or damage to the Insured Vehicle where You or any other 
person entitled to be indemnified under this Policy has breath, blood, or urine alcohol/drug 
levels above the legal limit governed by the Road Traffic Act legislation as a result of an 
accident.
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Conditions 

1. Claims 

a) NOTIFICATION OF CLAIMS
Please refer to the section giving Claims Advice on page 8.

You must do the following after any accident, injury, loss or damage, whether a claim is to be 
made or not:

All accidents involving possible injury, loss or damage must be reported to Us within 48 hours 
of occurrence. Any writ summons or impending prosecuting must be sent and/or notified to Us 
immediately and a claim form and all relevant documentation must be submitted within 7 days 
from the date of occurrence.

 (i) contact Your insurance broker immediately. If You do not tell them immediately about 
incidents which might result in claims, We may not pay Your claim;

 (ii) send Us a fully-completed claim form within 7 working days of the accident or loss 
whether You are to blame or not;

 (iii) send Us, unanswered, every letter You receive about a claim as soon as You can;

 (iv) tell Us as soon as You know about any prosecution, coroner’s inquest or fatal accident 
inquiry;

 (v) do not discuss any claim unless You have Our permission to do so in writing;

 (vi) do not do anything to harm Our interests (such as admitting liability or negotiating a 
settlement) without Our written permission, and

 (vii) give Us and anyone acting on Our behalf all the help We may need to deal with a claim, 
including providing all the documents We ask for and going to court to give evidence if 
necessary.
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b) DEALING WITH CLAIMS
We can:

 (i) take over, defend or settle any claims in Your name or that of any other person insured by 
this Contract of Motor Insurance and can deal with the claim in any way that We think is 
appropriate;

 (ii) take action (which We will pay for) in Your name or that of any other person insured by 
this Contract of Motor Insurance, to get back money We have paid under this Contract of 
Motor Insurance, and

 (iii) ask for any information, help and co-operation We need from You or any other person 
insured by this Contract of Motor Insurance.

2. Fraudulent, False and Exaggerated Claims 
We are committed to identifying and acting against all types of fraud. We will not pay a claim 
which is in any part fraudulent or false or exaggerated, or if You, or anyone acting for You, 
make a claim in a fraudulent or false way, or where We have been given any documents which 
are false or stolen. In such circumstances, We will cancel Your Policy and We will not return any 
premium. We will prosecute any person who is involved in fraudulent activity against them.

3. Cancellation of The Policy 
This Policy may be cancelled: 

(a) by Us or Wrightway Underwriting Ltd, as Our agent, by sending to You 10 days notice of 
cancellation by registered post to Your last known address 

(b) by You, but such instruction will only be effective from the date of receipt by Us of the 
Certificate of Motor Insurance and Insurance Disc. 

We will in either event return to You a proportionate part of the premium paid in respect of the 
unexpired term of the Policy subject to the following: 

 (i) no refund will be allowed if an incident giving rise to a claim occurred during the Period 
of Insurance. 

 (ii) no refund will be allowed if the premium for the Period of Insurance has not been paid to 
Us. 

 (iii) if cancellation is at Your request and during the first Period of Insurance a €75 
administration charge will be deducted from any refund allowed. 
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Any cancellation by either Us or You shall be without prejudice to any rights or claims of Us or 
You arising prior to the expiration of such notice of cancellation.

In all cases the Certificate of Motor Insurance and disc must be returned. If You produce, or 
continue to display, a Certificate of Motor Insurance and/or disc for a Policy that has been 
cancelled to any person with the intention of deceiving that person in to accepting it as genuine, 
You may be prosecuted.

4. Instalment Defaults 
Where You have agreed under a separate credit agreement to pay the premium by instalments, 
any default in payment on the due date will automatically terminate the Policy cover immediately 
from the date of such default. 

5. Other Insurances 
If any claim covered by this Policy is also covered by any other policy of insurance whether 
effected by You or not, We shall not be liable to pay more than a rateable proportion. Provided 
always that nothing in this Condition shall impose on Us any liability from which it would have 
been relieved by Part 3 (a), (iii) and (iv) of Section 1 “Liability to Third Parties” on page 13 but for 
the terms of this Condition. 

6. Care of Vehicle 
The Insured Vehicle must be covered by a valid National Car Test Certificate (NCT) if it needs one 
by law.

You or any other person covered by this insurance must take all reasonable precautions to avoid 
loss of or damage to the Insured Vehicle, for example, remove it to a safe place as soon as 
possible if it breaks down. You or any other person covered by this insurance should also take all 
reasonable care of the keys to the Insured Vehicle to prevent them being lost or stolen.

You or any other person covered by this insurance must always take the keys out of the ignition 
and remove them completely when the Insured Vehicle is left at any time whatsoever (regardless 
of whether the vehicle is still within sight) and make sure that no belongings are left on display. 
You or any other person covered by this insurance should close all the windows and sun-
roofs and lock all the doors. Alarms, immobilisers and tracking devices should be turned on. 
Endorsements may apply to Your cover, setting out other requirements relating to immobilisers, 
alarms and tracking devices. In these cases, We will need to see evidence that an approved 
alarm, immobiliser or tracking device has been fitted. 
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If You or any other person covered by this insurance do not take reasonable care of the Insured 
Vehicle and meet any security requirements, this Contract of Motor Insurance may no longer be 
valid and We may not pay any claim.

You or any other person covered by this insurance must do the following:

a) protect the Insured Vehicle from loss or damage

b) keep the Insured Vehicle in an efficient and road worthy condition. (You may be asked to 
provide details to show the Insured Vehicle was regularly maintained and kept in good 
condition.)

c) not move or drive the Insured Vehicle after an accident, fire or theft if to do so may cause 
additional damage

d) allow Us to examine the Insured Vehicle at any reasonable time

7. Laws Relating to Compulsory Motor Insurance 
Any Condition of this Policy and/or of any Endorsement thereon in so far as it is a prohibited 
condition within the meaning of Part VI of the Road Traffic Act 1961 shall not be a condition 
affecting the right of any person to recover an amount under or by virtue of the provisions of 
Section 76 of the said Act. 

8. Duty to Comply with Policy Conditions 
The due observance and fulfilment of the terms, limitations, Exceptions, Conditions and 
Endorsements of this Policy so far as they relate to anything to be done or complied with by You 
shall be conditions precedent to any liability of Us to make any payment under this Policy. Upon 
proof of breach of Condition No. 7 “Laws Relating to Compulsory Motor Insurance”, We shall be 
entitled to recover from You all sums paid by Us including those for which We would not have 
been liable but for the provisions of any Road Traffic Act or Road Traffic or Motor Traffic Law 
operative within the areas covered by this Policy. 

9. Insurance Act 1936 
All monies which become or may become due and payable by Us under this Policy shall in 
accordance with Section 93 of the Insurance Act 1936 be payable and paid in the Republic of 
Ireland. 

10. Finance Act 1990 
The appropriate Stamp Duty has been or will be paid in accordance with the provisions of Section 
113 of the Finance Act 1990. 
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Complaints Procedure
If it should happen that You have cause for complaint, either in relation to the Policy or any 
aspect regarding the standard of Our service, You should in the first instance contact Your 
insurance broker who arranged the Policy on your behalf.

If the complaint is not resolved to Your satisfaction You should contact:

The Complaint’s Officer
Wrightway Underwriting Ltd
Limekiln House
Drinagh
Co. Wexford
Telephone (053) 916 7100
Email: info@wrightway.ie 

If the complaint is still not resolved to Your satisfaction, You should write to:
Complaints Officer
Enterprise Insurance Company Plc.,
Suite 3/5,
2nd Floor, 
Icom House, 
1-5 Irish Town, 
Gibraltar, 
GX11 1AA.
Email: complaints@eigplc.com

Complaints that cannot be resolved by the Complaints Officer may be referred to:

 (i) Insurance Ireland,
  Insurance House,
  39 Molesworth Street,
  Dublin 2
  Telephone +353 1 676 1820
  Fax: +353 1 676 1943
  Email: info@insuranceireland.eu

 (ii) Financial Service Ombudsman (FSO)
  3rd Floor
  Lincoln House
  Lincoln Place
  Dublin 2 
  Lo Call: 1890 88 20 90 
  Telephone: +353 1 6620899
  Fax: +353 1 6620890
  Email: enquiries@financialombudsman.ie

This Complaints Procedure does not affect any legal right of action that you may have against us. 
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Data Protection
We will hold Your details in accordance with Our Data Protection and Privacy Policy together with 
all applicable data protection laws and principles.

Information You supply may be used by Us and Our partners (both inside and outside the 
European Economic Area) for the purposes of administering Your Policy (including underwriting, 
processing, claims handling and fraud prevention).

We may share with Our agents and service providers, other insurers and their agents, and with 
any intermediary acting for You, and with recognised trade, governing and regulatory bodies 
(of which We are a member or by which We are governed) information We hold about You and 
Your claims history. This includes the Insurance-Link database and the Irish Insurance Federation’s 
anti-fraud claims matching database. We may also in certain circumstances use private 
investigators to investigate a claim.

We may also need to collect sensitive personal data (for example, information relating to Your 
physical or mental health or the commission of alleged commission of an offence) to assess the 
terms of insurance We issue/arrange or to administer claims which arise.

Unless You have advised Us otherwise, We may share information that You provide to companies 
that We establish commercial links with so We and they may contact You (by email, SMS, 
telephone or other appropriate means) in order to tell You about carefully selected products, 
services or offers that We believe will be of interest to You.

You have a right of access to and a right to rectify data concerning You under the Data 
Protection Acts 1988 and 2003. Should You wish to exercise this right, please write to the Data 
Protection Officer, Enterprise Insurance Company Plc., Suite 3/5 2nd Floor, Icom House, Irish 
Town, Gibraltar, GX11 1AA. To access Your data, a fee of €6.35 is chargeable under the terms 
of the Data Protection Acts and cheque should be made payable to Wrightway Underwriting 
Limited. By providing Us with Your information and proceeding with this contract, You consent to 
all of Your information being used, processed, disclosed, transferred and retained for the purpose 
of insurance administration (including underwriting, processing, claims handling and fraud 
prevention).

Please note that a copy of Our full Data Protection and Privacy Policy is available upon request 
from Enterprise Insurance Company Plc., Suite 3/5 2nd Floor, Icom House, Irish Town, Gibraltar, 
GX11 1AA.
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Endorsements 
Note: The following endorsements only apply if they are stated as being applicable on the 
Schedule. 

ENDORSEMENT NUMBER 1 – Windscreen and Windows
The maximum We will pay is:

* €400 in any one Period of Insurance if the windscreen is replaced or repaired by Our approved 
repairers

or

* €150 in any one Period of Insurance if any other Supplier carried out the repair or 
replacement

ENDORSEMENT NUMBER 2 – Protected No Claims Discount
If You pay an extra premium We will not reduce the No Claims Discount if You do not claim more 
than once (other than Windscreen or one Fire or Theft Claim) over a three year period.

If You make more claims than mentioned above, no discount will be allowed at the following 
renewal.

ENDORSEMENT NUMBER 3 – Own Damage Excess
It is a condition of this Policy that You pay or refund to Us all claims or expenses under Section 
2 of this Policy “Loss of or Damage to the Insured Vehicle” up to the agreed amount (which 
is stated on the Policy Schedule) in connection with each and every occurrence or series of 
occurrences arising out of one event 

Provided that: 

 (i) this condition shall not apply in connection with any loss or damage by: 

(a) fire, lightning, self-ignition or explosion 

(b) theft or any attempt thereat, 

 (ii) this condition shall not apply in respect of a claim for breakage of glass in the windscreen 
or in the windows of the Insured Vehicle (or any scratching of bodywork resulting solely 
and directly from such breakage), 

 (iii) the agreed amount is in addition to any other amount for which You may be responsible 
under this Policy. 
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ENDORSEMENT NUMBER 4 - Third Party Excess

It is a condition of this Policy that You shall pay or refund to Us all claims or expenses under 
Section 1 “Liability to Third Parties” up to the agreed amount (which is stated on the Policy 
Schedule) in connection with each and every occurrence or series of occurrences arising out of 
one event. 

ENDORSEMENT NUMBER 5 - All Sections Excess
It is a condition of this Policy that You shall pay or refund to Us all claims or expenses under 
Section 1 “Liability to Third Parties” and/or Section 2 “Loss of or Damage to the Insured Vehicle” 
up to the agreed amount (which is stated on the Policy Schedule) in connection with each and 
every occurrence or series of occurrences arising out of one event.

ENDORSEMENT NUMBER 6 - Excluding Drivers Under 24 years of 
age
We are not liable under this Contract of Motor Insurance whilst the Insured Vehicle is being 
driven by or in charge of any person under 24 years of age. This Endorsement does not apply 
to any driver that is named under Drivers, or Classes of Drivers, whose driving is covered on the 
Certificate of Motor Insurance.

Enterprise Insurance Company Plc. is registered in Gibraltar (No 89698) with its registered office 
at Suite 3/5, 2nd Floor, Icom House, 1-5 Irish Town, Gibraltar, GX11 1AA. We are regulated 
by the Financial Services Commission in Gibraltar. We are licensed by the Financial Services 
Commission in Gibraltar under the Financial Services (Insurance Companies) Act to carry on 
insurance business in Gibraltar and we are subject to limited regulation by the Central Bank of 
Ireland (Reference number C51982).  

Details about the extent of Our and Wrightway Underwriting Ltd. authorisation and regulation by 
the Central Bank of Ireland can be checked on the register at www.centralbank.ie or by phoning 
the Central Bank of Ireland at 01 224 6000.

We are also members of the Motor Insurers Bureau in Ireland, the Financial Services Ombudsman 
and contribute to the Insurance Compensation Fund in Ireland.
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Wrightway Underwriting Limited is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. 
Wrightway Smart is underwritten by Enterprise Insurance Company Plc.
Enterprise Insurance Company Plc. is regulated by the Financial Services Commission.


